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Filed with Town Clerk:

Minutes of Public Meeting
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DATE:

Wednesday, July 20, 2022

PLACE:

Town Offices

ADDRESS:

TIME:

7:00 PM

50 Billerica Road

ROOM:

200

MINUTES
Prepared by Sean McGuigan, Clerk

MEMBERS PRESENT: Badhri Uppiliappan (Chair, in person), David Drayton (Vice Chair, in person),
Sean McGuigan (Clerk, in person), Bern Kosicki (in person), David Sperry (remote), Caeli Tegan
(remote)
MEMBERS ABSENT: Jordan Vachon, Brittany Doherty
OTHERS PRESENT: Christopher Haley, Chelmsford Sustainability Manager
Peter Spawn, citizen of Chelmsford
Public Input
Mr. Spawn stated that he has applied to join the CEAS committee and is observing the meeting.
Current Draft of CEAS Report
Bern shared a presentation with questions the Select Board and CEAS members had on the current draft of
the report (see Attachment #1) and his proposed answers to those questions. Bern showed a chart
comparing Chelmsford’s per capita CO2 emissions and Chelmsford is the highest of the five towns
compared. Chelmsford and Westford have a higher percentage of on-road emissions than Natick and
Arlington, possibly because Arlington, Natick, and Acton have direct access to MBTA commuter rail
stations. Dave Sperry said we could simplify the reason why Chelmsford’s emissions are higher by
stating that Chelmsford and Westford are further away from the Route 95/128 route than the other towns.
Bern does not think that the town comparison needs to be in the report and Badhri points out that all towns
eventually need to get to zero tons per capita so what their baseline is won’t matter as we move towards
2030 and beyond.
Bern edited the bar graph in version 2 of the report. There was also a comment to include food
consumption in our town data. Chris states that it would be important to include food disposal. However,
we would need to conduct a waste audit to develop a percentage for the Town’s waste stream. Badhri
points out that we don’t have individual data – we are using average emission factors.
Bern asked if the draft report is a public document as CCAT members are interested in seeing it. We can
attach the draft report to this meeting’s minutes so it is accessible to the public. We will add the words
“Draft for Review” to the header.
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Everyone should send their section of the draft report to Badhri by Sunday, July 24 th so he can collate and
comment and we can approve at next meeting. We could also add committees that are applicable to each
section to each report.
Action Item – Committee to complete draft report by July 24 th.
Energy Section of Report
Sean is working on the report and has prepared short-term, medium-term, long-term goals and he
anticipates finishing by July 24th.
Dave Sperry asked Chris for the 2018 report on the municipal solar farms so we can state how many kWhr were produced that off-setts power purchased from the grid. Town operations are offsetting their
emissions and we need to determine what percentage of emissions are offset. Dave Sperry believes that it
is approximately 80%.
Action Item – Chris to provide 2018 municipal solar farm figures to the Committee.
Are electric charging stations using green power? Chris believes that since municipal buildings utilize
solar, the power might come from the building but ChargePoint may supply their own power sourced by
other sources.
Zoning Section of Report
Dave Drayton said the zoning section will be delayed to account for information gathered by the Weston
& Sampson project.
Mobility Section of Report
Caeli has done some preliminary work on mobility-focused goals and it won’t take long to complete.
Dave Drayton showed a Transportation section that he prepared with an overview of overarching
strategies with a timeline of initiatives (see Attachment #2). Dave Sperry asked if Bern would attend the
Bicycle Pedestrian Committee meeting tomorrow and it was decided they would coordinate attendance.
The Bicycle Complete Street Program have come up in the W&S project discussions – planning for
bicycle parking areas etc. CEAS committee should revisit the program and potential funding options with
the Bicycle Pedestrian Committee. They also put out a Master Plan that is on their website.
Action Item – Committee should coordinate with the Bicycle Pedestrian Committee.
Dave Drayton asked if we should coordinate the town committee assignments with the MAPC playbooks.
Caeli said it is a good idea but may not work well with people’s schedules.
Building Section of Report
Bern showed his section which has a policies and regulations and programs and services sections but
doesn’t have the goals stated yet (see Attachment #3) Does the Committee need to standardize definition
of short-term, medium-term, long-term goals?. Short-term goals would lay a foundation for other goals
and perhaps impact of the goal should be factored in. Perhaps start-date of the goal is the best standard to
use but we can finalize at a later time.
Community Surveys and Events
Once we put the report out in early August, we will meet with committees to get their input and we will
also hopefully get public input. We have Chris Haley’s email on the report so that he can receive
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feedback. Does it make sense to create a separate email account for comments to go to? Create a new
Town of Chelmsford email account, an additional gmail account or use the Chelmsford net-zero gmail
account? Chris will check with Town IT to see if a Town email account can be created.
Action Item – Chris will research how a Chelmsford email account can be created for comments to our
draft report.
Other Town Committee Engagements
Can the Committee recommend locations for placement of Chelmsford Choice signs for CCAT?
Chelmsford Library Trustees did not allow a sign to be placed at the Library. Chris Haley says if we get a
list of locations, Chris will ask permission from the Town for those locations. Possible locations suggested
would be at the Rt 4/495 ramp, Town Commons, and schools. CCAT needs to be in compliance with
Town sign bylaws. Chris states that he can determine who enforces the bylaws and what the requirements
are.
Action Item – Provide locations where CCAT would like Chelmsford Choice signs and Chris will help
in obtaining permission.
Discussion about revising committee liaison to Housing Authority Board and whether it is a high priority
to make sure they are being reached. Planning Board covers much of what the Housing Authority would
cover.
Badhri needs to get back to School Committee with ideas for engagement.
Meeting Minutes
The minutes for the 6/29/22 meeting were reviewed and approved by a vote of 5-0 (Caeli abstains as she
was not at the meeting). These minutes will be submitted to the Town Clerk for posting.
August 2022 Meeting Dates
Meetings are scheduled for August 2 and August 23. Tentative meetings for September are September 6
and September 20.
Miscellaneous Items
Caeli defers her presentation until next week.
Bern states that we will need a website to post documents to and it will be difficult to keep a Town
website up-to-date since it needs to be done by a Town employee. Minor updates need to be made to the
website but perhaps we can add a link on the Town website to a new Google Drive location so that
documents can be added. Perhaps the Recycling Committee would be willing to discuss how their website
is being updated?
Meeting was adjourned.
Attachment #1 – Draft CEAS Report
Attachment #2 – Draft Transportation add-on section to Draft CEAS Report
Attachment #3 – Draft Building add-on section to Draft CEAS Report
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CHELMSFORD GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS REPORT
Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee
Chelmsford has committed as a town to achieve a goal of net zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by
2050. The Select Board established the Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee to work toward that
goal. This report is the first step toward a climate action plan that will outline strategies to help the
Town to that goal.

LEGACY OF SUSTAINABILITY
Chelmsford has a long history of taking actions for sustainability which has led to this current net zero
commitment.

2009 Greener Chelmsford Initiative established to provide awards
and recognition to local businesses which achieve specific milestones to
save energy, helping to save money and reduce our carbon footprint

2010 First Solar Panels on town properties. Stretch Energy Building
Code, unanimously approved by Town Meeting. Chelmsford
designated a Green Community. Chelmsford will receive $1.3 Million
in grants to support energy efficiency projects

2011-2012 First hybrid vehicles purchased Town meeting approves
first hybrid vehicles for School Department and the town motor pool.
First EV charging stations installed at Adams Library and Vinal Square

2013 Energy Savings Performance Contract Town Meeting approves
$18.1 Million contract for town building energy conservation and install
nine solar arrays producing an estimated annual output of 2.4 million
kWh. Solarize Chelmsford campaign begins

2014 Energy manager position created. Energy Savings Measures
Completed on 26 town buildings. LED Street Lighting - 2,126 lights
replaced saving 350,102 kWh per year.
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2015 Nine Town Solar Arrays commissioned. 80% of Electricity for
municipal buildings now drawn from Solar. Chelmsford Saves
Campaign helps more than 700 homes save energy.

2016 Chelmsford Choice municipal aggregation program starts with
two offerings- a low cost offering and an optional “Choice Plus” 100%
green option. Town energy costs reduced by $731,970 for FY2016 6
buildings receive Energy Star certification.

2017-20 Additional energy conservation projects: Chelmsford High
School, McCarthy Middle School, Senior Center, Police Station, CPS
Administration, North Town Hall, Town Offices.

2021 Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee established by
select board after climate resolution Town Meeting vote. Energy
Conservation Committee dissolved and its duties assumed by new
committee.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN CHELMSFORD
Every day, Chelmsford residents and businesses rely on fossil fuels to
heat and cool our homes, keep the lights on, power our electronics and
drive our cars. In doing so, we release greenhouse gas emissions. At
Spring Town Meeting 2021 a climate resolution was approved which
committed Chelmsford to a goal of Net-Zero Carbon Emissions by 2050
(1). Chelmsford’s Net Zero goal reflects the Massachusetts’ state goal
(2). We recognize that Chelmsford- together with all Commonwealth
cities and towns- must curb their emissions in order for Massachusetts
to succeed.
This Emissions Report was created using data generated by David
Righter of the Northern Middlesex Council of Governments (3). It will
be the first chapter of Chelmsford’s Climate Action Plan which will
contain specific strategies which the Town can implement locally to
accelerate our transition to lower emissions.
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This report identifies the primary sources of emissions across our community and was based on data
from 2017, the most recent year for which complete data were available. It represents a baseline for
future emission reductions. The analysis followed the Global Protocol for Community-Scale Greenhouse
Gas Emission Inventories (4), an internationally recognized GHG accounting and reporting standard (see
the methodology report for details on the
data sources and methods).
Neighboring communities, including Acton and
Westford, have completed GHG inventories
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In Chelmsford, buildings are the largest source
of emissions (60%). On-road transportation is
another major source of emissions
(39%). Chelmsford’s solid waste and
wastewater account for about 1% of our
community’s total emissions.
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WHICH FUELS GENERATED THE MOST
EMISSIONS IN CHELMSFORD?
Our 2017 inventory of greenhouse gas emissions shows
that the combustion of fossil fuels, such as oil, natural gas,
diesel, and gasoline, was responsible for over 73 percent of
our community-wide emissions.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR EMISSIONS IN
CHELMSFORD?
In Chelmsford, nearly two-thirds of emissions come
from residents' homes and vehicles and another third
comes from businesses and industry in Chelmsford.

64

32

WHAT EMISSIONS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE 2017
GHG INVENTORY?
While the 2017 GHG inventory covers a majority of the
largest sources of emissions in Chelmsford, there are a
few gaps in what is covered by the analysis. One area
that is not addressed is the carbon capture and storage
benefits of the own’s natural assets (e.g., trees,
wetlands, and soils). Chelmsford will be working to
address this side of the emissions equation.

GETTING TO NET-ZERO
Chelmsford has committed to reaching net zero GHG emissions by 2050. What exactly does this mean
for our community? Why does our local goal matter? How will we get there and what do we need to do
to reach that goal? This initial report discusses the broad approaches needed. The full Chelmsford
Climate Action Plan mentioned above will provide specific strategies and create a roadmap for our town
to reach net zero by 2050.

WHAT DO

“N

Z RO” M AN?

eaching “net zero” means that our community will reduce its GHG emissions as much as possible and
remove or offset any remaining emissions by 2050 and ideally sooner. This will require a major shift in
the way we heat and cool our homes, how we get around, and where our energy comes from. It also
presents a huge opportunity to change our community for the better. By achieving net zero GHG
emissions, we can also have cleaner air, healthier people, and a more equitable and
prosperous community for everyone.
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WHY NET ZERO?
Climate scientists have made it clear that we need to reduce global GHG emissions to net zero by 2050,
or sooner, to avoid catastrophic climate change (7). The planet has already warmed by about 1° Celsius
since we started burning fossil fuels like coal, oil, and gas in the mid-1800s. The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has determined that If we can keep warming below 1.5°
Celsius, we can avoid the worst impacts of climate change like extreme floods, wildfires, and droughts
(8). e have a limited “carbon budget,” or amount of GHG pollution that we can afford to put into the
air without passing this limit. The longer we wait to start reducing our GHG pollution, the faster we use
up our carbon budget and the less time we give ourselves to meet our goal. We recognize climate
change is a global problem and that many of the solutions are beyond our control. To reach our net
zero goal, we will need help from global, federal, state, and regional policies that support our transition
to clean energy and reduction of emissions.

GETTING THERE EQUITABLY
Climate change is an existential challenge, but it is also an opportunity to make a zero-carbon future
which is safe and equitable for all who live and work in our community. Massachusetts municipalities
are increasingly undertaking climate mitigation and adaptation strategies in ways which seek to advance
equal sharing of societal benefits among all residents. Unless equity considerations are central in our
plans past inequities will persist and become even more severe in the future due to climate change
degradation.

HOW DO WE GET THERE?
The basic principles of achieving net zero are clear and are outlined in the Massachusetts 2050 Decarbonization Roadmap (9): we must change where our energy comes from and make our buildings and
vehicles able to operate without use of fossil fuels.

SEVEN CORE TRANSITIONS TO REACH OUR NET ZERO GOAL
•

•

Convert to 100% renewable energy. Renewable energy comes from sustainable sources such
as wind, the sun’s heat or light, and heat from the earth beneath our feet. Our electricity is
getting greener all the time thanks to state and local policies. But natural gas still powers most
electricity in New England. We in Chelmsford have the option to choose to purchase entirely
renewable electricity now, and doing so will drive the market to produce more renewable
energy sooner.
Produce more renewable energy locally. Generating renewable energy locally avoids the
expensive and inefficient long-distance transmission of power, and small-scale clean energy
projects, such as rooftop solar PV, can provide new power sources more quickly than large
developments.
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•

•

•

•

•

Make our homes and buildings super-efficient. Making existing buildings very energy- efficient
and constructing new buildings to new high efficiency standards will reduce emissions and
make energy bills more affordable for everyone.
Electrify our residential and business buildings. Switching to electric heating and cooking
appliances like air-source heat pumps and electric stoves immediately reduces carbon
emissions, improves indoor air quality and makes buildings safer by removing combustible and
explosive fossil fuels.
Electrify cars, trucks, buses, trains. Electric vehicles are cleaner, cheaper to run over time, and
require less maintenance. Provide access to charging stations. Create electric transportation
options for those who do not own vehicles.
Promote and support walking, biking, and public transit as practical ways to move around our
town. This not only reduces emissions and air pollution but also provides opportunities for
residents to be healthier and more connected to their community.
Take care of and improve our local natural environment, with special attention to trees and
plants which draw carbon out of the atmosphere and provide a local cooling effect. Although
the physical area of Chelmsford is too small for this to be a principal strategy of achieving net
zero, it is still important because how we treat our environment is a proxy for our overall
ambitions for a truly viable and sustainable world. This, after all, is our overarching goal in
achieving net zero.
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These are the general principles which will be expanded upon to produce the Chelmsford Climate Action
Plan. The Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee is seeking feedback from the Town departments
and committees and also residents and businesses. In particular -•
•
•

Do you support the general goals outlined in this emissions report?
Are there particular suggestions that you have which you believe can help our town reach net
zero by mid -century?
Would like to be involved in this process?

Please reply to the Clean Energy and Sustainability CommitteeChristopher Haley, Sustainability Manager

chaley@chelmsfordma.gov

978-250-5203

CEAS June, 2022
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DRAFT VERSION 5 JULY 24, 2022
Strategies and Actions to Reduce Building Emissions
Almost 60% of the greenhouse gas emissions in Chelmsford are due to buildings. This is split
relatively evenly between residential and commercial/industrial buildings. To become net zero by
2050 Chelmsford must convert almost all buildings to being powered solely by renewable electricity
before that date.
To accomplish this will involve attention to retrofitting existing buildings with improved insulation
and heat pumps. New-construction buildings will be required to be insulated to increasingly higher
standards. In the near- term exclusive use of electricity to power all new buildings will be strongly
encouraged and in the longer term required.
Massachusetts is increasing a number of financial incentives to aid in this transition, with the model
that home and business building owners will switch to incentivized electrification when old fossil
fuel furnaces have reached end -of -life. But besides these incentives more actions are needed to
inform our residents and businesses of existing programs and to assure them that new unfamiliar
all-electric systems will be reliable, cost-effective and able to do the job in our cold climate.
Chelmsford will supplement state actions to achieve this vision of energy transition by adopting a
range of policies and regulations and providing programs and services to support and help its
residents and businesses while depending on state financial support programs The following two
sections describe actions to take that will implement both of these main strategies. These actions
have been adopted and tested by a range of other towns who have also adopted net-zero goals.
Policies and regulations
1. Adopt new Massachusetts energy efficient building codes. The Department of Energy
Resources (DOER) develops Stretch and Specialized Stretch Energy Codes at regular intervals.
As a Green Community Chelmsford has already agreed to adopt future versions of the Stretch
Code. Recognizing the urgency of moving more strongly to address climate change DOER will
also be producing a Specialized Stretch Code that will contain additional requirements to
discourage fuel use in new building construction. Towns will need to explicitly opt-in to the
Specialized Stretch Energy Code. Chelmsford will study and adopt these Specialized Stretch
Energy codes when they become available from DOER. Near-Medium Term.
2. Advocate at state-level for new building codes and policies that will enforce net zero building
standards. For Chelmsford to reach a goal of net-zero greenhouse gas emissions all buildings
must use electricity as the only energy source for heating, cooling and cooking. Building
electrification is most readily achieved in new construction. However, DOER has not yet
adopted the principle of prohibition of fossil fuel connections to new buildings which will
ultimately be required for Massachusetts to reach its goal of net zero in the future. Chelmsford
will advocate to the Massachusetts Legislature and DOER to enable/create future building codes
which increasingly penalize and eventually prohibit use of fossil fuels in new-construction
buildings. Near-Long Term.
3. Adopt a net zero carbon standard for new municipal buildings and town-funded affordable
housing. There is increasing evidence that particular pathways to electrification of new
buildings in the Northeast are definitely cost effective with up- front costs compensated by
lower future power costs. Realizing this fact other towns are already taking advantage and
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constructing all-electric new municipal and affordable housing buildings as being both
consistent with net-zero carbon goals and at the same time being cost-effective. Chelmsford
will study and adopt a zero- carbon standard for future new-construction municipal buildings
and affordable housing. Near-Medium Term.
4. Adopt the Massachusetts Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program to help commercial
and industrial property owners in Massachusetts finance energy improvement. This state
program encourages owners of commercial and industrial property to make investments in
clean energy improvements. The PACE program allows financing of qualifying improvements to
be spread out for up to 20 years by using betterment fees. A property owner agrees to a
betterment assessment and lien on their property, which repays the financing. Individual municipalities
may allow owners to participate in PACE by opting in by a majority vote of the city or town
council or the board of selectmen, as appropriate. Chelmsford will begin the process of studying and
opting in to the PACE program. Near Term.

5. Promote and encourage full electrification for new- construction buildings. In the future new
building codes will prohibit use of fossil fuels in new-construction buildings. Until this time the
appropriate planning and building departments will provide developers and owners requesting
permits an information packet on the economics and other benefits of electrification for new
construction and how this is consistent with Chelmsford goals. Chelmsford will create a
document promoting full electrification of new buildings and establish a program do distribute it
to applicants of new building permits. Near Term.
6. Adopt zoning bylaws to encourage electrification of commercial new construction buildings.
Complete the review and assessment of Chelmsford’s zoning bylaws to understand how
electrification can be encouraged separately from a building code change. (See Zoning section
for details. This action is repeated here for completeness.)
Programs and Services
1. Implement a community-wide energy efficiency outreach program to improve residential and
commercial building energy efficiency. The first step toward removing fossil fuels systems from
buildings is to assure good energy efficiency. Mass Save is the most effective energy efficiency
program in the country, its use is already paid for by fees assessed on energy use, but it has still
been used by a minority of households in Massachusetts. Chelmsford will mount a multi- year
promotion effort to encourage residents and businesses to take part in this free energy
assessment program. Near Term.
2. Implement a community-wide effort to encourage heat pump conversion in residential and
commercial buildings. State incentives to convert building heating systems to heat pumps have
been increased substantially in 2022. Create a program to inform residential building owners
about incentives and provide support to assess how heat pumps might be advantageous in their
existing structures. Modern heat pump equipment can be used effectively in cold climates like
Massachusetts, is cost effective with most fossil fuel heating sources right now, and is likely to
become even more so in the future. Near-Medium Term.
3. Advocate for financial assistance and low-cost financing options from the state and federal
government. Non-profit organizations are developing and implementing programs to finance
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retrofits- in particular, of low- income housing. Study these programs and propose a model that
can be used in Chelmsford. Medium-Long Term.

